SOFTWARE UPDATER (UPDATEPILOT™)
When the Software Updater softkey is pressed, the Yuneec UpdatePilot application will launch, and will
attempt to connect to the last-known WiFi connection. If the aircraft is not registered, UpdatePilot will ask
the user if they would like to register the aircraft.
Tap the large round button in the application to begin the update check process. This is the most efficient
means of updating the H520 Autopilot, DataPilot™, mounted camera, and gimbal. However, users may also
wish to manually update various components.
DataPilot™ may be updated through the microSD card port on the ST16S. Download the DataPilot™
application from play.google.com and store on the microSD card. Place the microSD card in the ST16S.
In the ST16S settings panel, browse FILE MANAGER | External SD card, and locate the DataPilot™ install
icon.

Tap the “Install” option, and DataPilot™ will update. The ST16S does not require rebooting following the
update.
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Tap the “OPEN” button in the dialog to start the new version of DataPilot™.
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VERSIONS
Displayed on the bottom of the Aircraft Menu Settings are the current versions of the following Firmware
Versions: DataPilot™, Camera, Gimbal, and Flight Controller. It is highly recommended to install the most
current versions of Firmware to ensure proper operation of the H520 and ST16S.

Aircraft ID
An unique ID in the form of 8 pairs of HEX digits separate by colons is displayed for the connected aircraft,
i.e. xx:xx:xx:xx:yy:yy:yy:yy
The aircraft ID is required for some upgrade and security uses and OTA updates.

A HOBBs meter is found at the bottom of the versions window; this provides information related to total
aircraft flight time /cycles, and helps provide guidance for maintenance hours as defined in the Yuneec
H520 maintenance guide as per FAR 43 and 91. The Hobbs meter is a genericized trademark for devices
used in aviation to measure the time that an aircraft is in use.
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IMPORTING OTHER MISSION TYPES
DataPilot™ may also import .kml missions from Google Earth. Files may be imported either via the
DesktopPlanner or from missions transferred from USB or MicroSD to the Mission Folder on the ST16S
or the MicroSD card.

This feature allows mission areas to be planned in applications such as Google Earth, exported as a .kml
file, and imported to DataPilot, where a mission plan is output to the aircraft.
.kml files are able to describe:




A polygon for the Survey area
A polygon for a Structure Scan
A polyline for a Corridor Scan

In Google Earth, a mission may be displayed with 3D views, coverage area, and altitude.
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Once transferred to DataPilot™, the mission will display in a flat, 2D display identical to missions generated in
DataPilot™.

CREATING A NON-NADIR SURVEY
Sometimes cameras need to fly very close to objects of interest and a nadir mission may not allow for full
coverage. In these instances, users may bypass the auto-nadir position of the camera during a survey.
This is accomplished by inserting a Waypoint prior to inserting a survey grid. Set the gimbal pitch in the
Waypoing Properties, and the Survey Grid will maintain the set gimbal pitch value throughout the
mission. This is particularly useful if oblique angles are difficult to obtain due to space constraints.
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SUMMARY

SENSORS
Displayed in the Sensors window is the status of the Compass, Gyro, and Accelerometer. A Ready status
(green dot) indicates the H520 is ready to operate. A Fail status (red dots) indicates the affected sensor
needs to be calibrated (see the Calibration section for further information).

SAFETY
Displayed in the Safety window is the value of the Return to Launch minimum altitude setting (RTL min alt).
Yuneec recommends checking this altitude at each new flight location to ensure best safety practices.

SENSORS HEALTH
Displayed in the Sensors Health window is the status of the H520 sensors. A ‘Not Ready’ status will be
shown for all sensors that need to be checked (gyro, accelerometer, barometer, GPS, etc.). It is equivalent
to a warning condition, and not a critical issue.
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SENSORS
COMPASS
A green dot next to the compass indicates the H520 has been calibrated. A red dot indicates the compass
needs to be calibrated.

ACCELEROMETER
A green dot next to the accelerometer indicates the H520 has been calibrated. A red dot indicates the
Accelerometer needs to be calibrated.

CALIBRATIONS
Compass
To calibrate the compass, tap the Compass soft key, then tap OK in the pop-up window on the right. A
graphical grid will display with six boxes. Each box indicates what is required to calibrate the compass. Pick
up the H520 by the two arms, with green dots, as close to the Arm joints as possible. Rotate the H520 in
the direction indicated in the box highlighted in yellow. Using the Arrow in the box to point towards the
front of the H520 (the front has the two sonar eyes). Rotate the H520 until the H520 beeps. Continue
doing the same for the next box highlighted in yellow. Upon successful completion of the Compass
calibration, the ST16S will return to the Sensors Setting Menu and a green dot will be displayed next
compass. A compass calibration fail will be indicated by all six arm lights on the H520 blinking red. If the
calibration fails, try again after moving the aircraft away from any metallic objects nearby.
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Accelerometer
To calibrate the Accelerometer, tap the Accelerometer soft key and tap OK on the right side of the
screen. A six-box grid will appear with the H520 in different positions. Place the H520 on the ground as
shown in the highlighted box. After each position, the H520 will give an audible tone and the highlight box
on the ST16S will change to the next position. Upon a successful completion of accelerometer calibration,
a green dot will appear next to the Accelerometer setting. A failed calibration will be indicated on the H520
by all six arm lights flashing red. If fail, try again, being sure to not move the aircraft during calibration.

SAFETY
GEOFENCE FAILSAFE TRIGGER
Action on Breach
Using the Action on Breach drop down menu the pilot can adjust the following actions
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Warning – Provides an audible warning when the
Geofence is breached.
None – No actions are taken when the Geofence is
breached.
Return to Launch – Return the H520 to the launch point
following a Geofence breach.
Loiter – Causes the H520 to loiter/hover in place
following a Geofence breach. The pilot may manually
continue flight after moving beneath/away from the
Geofence breach area.

Warning and Loiter are the most common settings for this function. Consult the local requirements or
aviation agency to determine if there is a required action on GeoFence breach.
Max Radius
Sets the maximum radius of the geofence relative to the launch position.

Max Altitude
Sets the maximum altitude of the geofence relative to the launch altitude.

RETURN TO HOME SETTINGS
Using the Return to Home settings menu, the Pilot can set the altitude of the H520 upon executing a
RTL. This setting is useful for avoiding any trees or obstacles on the return path to home. Ensure this
setting is checked at any new area being surveyed/flown.
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GIMBAL
START GIMBAL CALIBRATION
To calibrate the camera gimbal, place the aircraft on a flat and level surface, then tap the Start Gimbal
Calibration soft key near the bottom of the screen. The gimbal calibration will begin automatically. This
procedure can take several minutes to accomplish. Follow instructions on the ST16S prior to beginning a
gimbal calibration.

Tip! If the calibration hangs or locks up, tap the gimbal with a slight bump or tap to see if it
continues. Otherwise, restart the process.
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AUTOMATED FLIGHT MODES
The H520 is designed for automated flight, scanning, mapping, surveying, and other consistent-flight
modes for precision image capture and post processing preparation. There are multiple features for
automated flight.
Goto Location
The most elementary automated feature of the H520 is “Goto Location/Tap to Fly.” After taking off, tap a
point on the map on the screen, a slider will open. Slide the control to the right and the aircraft will fly to
that location.

TIP! Check the area around the flight area prior to tapping to fly. There may be obstacles that
must be avoided. Caching a map will provide a clear visual of where/how far the aircraft
will fly when tapped.

In the event the aircraft must be stopped while traveling to a tapped location, move the controls and the
aircraft will immediately respond to control input.

MISSION PLANNING MODE
To enter Mission planning mode, tap the waypoints icon on the top of the DataPilot™ home screen.
The PLAN window will open, allowing users to create Waypoint and Survey missions, sync missions
between desktop, ST16S, and aircraft, store/recall missions, and Center a mission around a particular point
on the ST16S screen.
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Active or cached maps may be displayed in this screen (see GENERAL | MAPS screen for options) and
missions may be planned on the displayed map.

WAYPOINT NUMBERING
A mission is comprised of mission commands such as capture photo and stop capturing photos that include
waypoints as well. Each indicator represents a command and is labeled with a number. The numbering
increases by 1 for each subsequent command. For commands which have a lat/lon associated with them,
they are placed at its location on the map as a waypoint. For commands which don't have a lat/lon value,
they are placed to the right of the last waypoint. Waypoint numbers are not displayed in Survey modes in
order to present an unobstructed map view on the multi-function display. However, Survey missions are
waypoint missions with DataPilot™ presets assigned to the mission parameters to ensure consistent image
capture and accurate lines of flight.
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WAYPOINT MODE VS SURVEY MODE
Waypoint mode allows the Pilot to establish a non-gridded flight plan over an area with control points for
location, camera, altitude, speed, and camera or aircraft yaw. Each waypoint is separately controlled,
enabling the aircraft to ascend, descend, point the camera at an area, speed up/slow down, etc.

SURVEY MODE
Survey mode allows the Pilot to quickly place a survey grid over a desired area. To select a survey grid
mission, tap the Survey Icon in the Plan panel. This will place a green survey grid in the middle of the screen
over the map. To move the survey grid around the map, hold and drag the white dot in the center of the
survey grid. Tapping and dragging a white dot on the outside of the survey grid allows the dimensions of
the survey grid to be adjusted. Tapping a ‘+’ dot allows the Pilot to add more white dots to the edge of the
survey grid for finer flight paths.

Note: The first placed waypoint will by default be the Takeoff point waypoint. To place
another Waypoint, tap on another location on the map. Continue tapping on the map
until the desired mission route has been completed.
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HOME LOCATION
When planning offline, i.e. no known location for the H520, the home position is automatically set to be at
an offset position from the first placed waypoint. The home position can be changed by tapping the
waypoint and dragging it to a new location. During mission takeoff, the home position is reset to the
location of the aircraft, but will not be saved when offline. Yuneec recommends setting the home location
for each mission.

ADJUSTING MISSION PARAMETERS
To adjust Mission level parameters, use the menu on the right side of the Mission Planning window.

MISSION START
Mission Start permits the Pilot to adjust the entire mission’s Altitude, Flight Speed, Camera Options,
Mission End, and Planned Home Position.




Waypoint Altitude – Defaults the Waypoint altitudes to custom value for all dropped
waypoints. For Survey items, only the ones with a user-defined altitude setting will be
changed. Survey items with ground resolution settings (implicit altitude value) will not be affected.
Flight Speed – Defaults the flight speed for the entire planned mission including survey items.

TIP! Flight speed is an important consideration to capturing clear and clean orthomosaics
and digital surface models. Ideally, flight is at 4 meters per second/8.5mph (altitude
dependent). If images are being captured every 8 meters, the camera is capturing an
image every two seconds. High speed can incur blurred images, making stitches less
clean.
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MISSION END
 Return to Launch – Automatic RTL on mission end. This will return the H520 to where it took
off/launched.

PLANNED HOME POSITION



Altitude – Sets the home position altitude in Mean Sea Level
(MSL). Upon connection to an aircraft, this value will adjust to the
actual aircraft altitude.
Set Home To Map Center – Sets the planned home position to the
current center of the map display. The home position will be reset
to the aircraft position at takeoff.

TAKEOFF WAYPOINT
First waypoint placed in Waypoint mode. Takeoff waypoint will navigate the H520 to the specified takeoff
point, then head to the first mission waypoint. NOTE: It is highly encouraged to place the takeoff waypoint
near the launch/land site.



Altitude – Sets the desired takeoff altitude. Be certain the area is clear of trees, powerlines, power
poles, or other vertical obstacles that may interfere with clear waypoint or survey flights.
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WAYPOINT
A waypoint is a location on a map indicated as a checkpoint for mission planned flights. Waypoints can be
manipulated to cause the H520 to execute different actions at each waypoint. The Pilot can place as many
waypoints as required to complete a mission. Each waypoint can have a different altitude, camera settings,
gimbal settings, or speed. A waypoint can also be configured to stop the H520 and allow the camera to
capture an image at each waypoint (for higher quality, stationary images).


To select a waypoint, either tap on the waypoint or tap the waypoint number on the right-side
menu. The waypoint selected will turn green and expand the options menu. Adjust the Waypoint
options using the menu.



To delete a waypoint, select the waypoint on the right-side menu, tap the three-horizontal line icon,
and tap ‘delete’.



To add a waypoint behind another waypoint, tap the ‘top’ waypoint, tap the three-horizontal line
icon, and tap ‘insert waypoint’, another waypoint will be added after the current waypoint.



To add a waypoint or survey grid after a waypoint, tap the desired waypoint, tap the threehorizontal line icon, and tap ‘insert waypoint’ or ‘insert survey’.

WAYPOINT SETTINGS
• Hold- Checking the Hold box in waypoint settings, will cause the H520 to fly to the waypoint
and hover for the indicated amount of time. After the elapsed time the H520 will move to the
next waypoint.
• Altitude- Sets the altitude for the selected waypoint. If the altitude setting is different, the H520
leaves the previous waypoint and immediately takes the new altitude on its way to the next
waypoint.

Note: Ensure the area near the waypoint is clear of obstacles.


Flight Speed- This field sets the flight speed from the current waypoint to the next
waypoint. Example: Moving from Waypoint 3 to Waypoint 4 requires a 25 foot gain in altitude,
adding 25 feet to the mission altitude in Waypoint 3 will cause the H520 to gain 25 feet at Waypoint
3 before moving to Waypoint 4.



Altitude is relative to home- Used to indicate the currently selected waypoint altitude is relative to
the Above Ground Level (AGL) altitude of the Home/Take-off location. By checking Relative to
Home box all altitude calculations for the current waypoint will be conducted by adding AGL to
Mean Sea Level (MSL).

Example: Home is at a MSL altitude of 1900 feet, the mission is planned at 75
feet. DataPilot™ will automatically calculate the mission flight altitude of 1975
Feet MSL.
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CAMERA
Action










No Change – Camera maintains its current mode/settings.
Take Photo – Captures a photo at the current position.
Take Photos (Time) – Captures photos over a set time interval.
Take Photos (Distance) – Captures photos over a set distance travelled.
Stop Taking Photos – Stops the camera from taking photos.
Start Recording Video – Begins video recording.
Stop Recording Video – Stops video recording.
Gimbal - Adjust the camera pitch and yaw at the currently selected Waypoint. To adjust pitch select
a value between 0 (flat to the ground) and 90 (straight down). To adjust the yaw select a value
between -180 (left of the airframe centerline) and 180 (right of the airframe centerline).

0 to 90  Right of H520 centerline to full right
91 to 180  Full right to full rear
0 to -90  Left of H520 centerline to full left
-91 to -180  Full left to full rear
Camera position/yaw is relative to the nose-forward flight direction of the H520, and is indicated by white
quarter-circle indicators, allowing the mission controller or pilot to determine what the camera will view
during a waypoint mission flight (Surveys always point straight down for nadir photos).
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Mode
Sets the mode of the camera to either capture photos, videos, or surveys.





Photo - Sets the camera to photo mode.
Video – Sets the camera to video mode.
Survey - Sets the camera to survey mode, i.e. photo mode with camera settings of AE mode and
Unprocessed color mode.

SURVEY GRID
A survey grid is a mission plan allowing the Pilot to plan an automated flight over an area. This automated
flight can include images or video of the target area. Survey grids can be flown in a straight-line or a crosshatch grid. A straight-line grid creates a single pass in a lawnmower pattern through the target area. A
cross-hatch grid creates a second pass which is perpendicular to the first pass over the target area. This is
useful for 3D modelling which requires better coverage of the scan area.

Note: Concave shaped polygons are not supported. Please use convex polygonal areas. If an
obstacle exists in a concave area, assure that altitude is sufficient to avoid the obstacle.

SURVEY GRID MENU SETTINGS







Camera – Select the current installed camera on the H520.
Manual Grid – no camera specs, allows the user to define the spacing between survey grid lines and
angle in survey mission. This is useful in extremely low or high-altitude flights.
Custom Camera Grid – Facilitates specific user-camera specs. Users may adjust the sensor size by
height and width, image size height and width by pixel and the focal length of the camera. Best used
with non-standard cameras or to create custom image sizes with the CGO series cameras.
E90 - Pre-programmed for use with the E90 camera system. Best when used with the E90 camera
system.
E50 - Pre-programmed for use with the E50 camera system, automatically sets the sensor size,
image size and focal length. Best when used with the E50 camera system.
CGOET - Pre-programmed for use with the CGOET for H520 camera system. Best when used with
the CGOET for H520 camera system.

OVERLAP






Front Overlap – Creates images with a percentage of each image overlapping to the front of the
image. Recommended values of 20%-60%.
Side Overlap – Creates images with a percentage of each image overlapping to the side of the
image. Recommended values of 60%-85%.
Hover and Capture image – Stops the H520 at each survey waypoint to capture a steady image of
the target area. This is useful in high-wind scenarios, or when ultra-sharp images are required. The
aircraft will hover for 4 seconds between point to point movement, enabling the aircraft to stop
movement and capture a sharp image. This is particularly useful when mapping in dim/low light.
Take Images in Turnarounds – Take images during the turns into the next grid line.
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Note: For stitching 60% front overlap and side overlap is sufficient. For generating digital
surface models and orthomosaics up to 85% front overlap and side overlap may
be required. Under ideal conditions 75% and 65% are common settings. In high
winds, it is recommended to use maximum values for front and side overlap, with
Hover and Capture enabled.
GRID







Angle – Adjust the angle of the survey grid lines.
Turnaround Distance – Sets the distance outside the survey for the H520 to turnaround.
Entry – Selects the mission beginning/data capturing point (Position x where x corresponds to the
Survey waypoint number) of the survey. For best battery life, set this value to the nearest entry
point from launch point.
Refly at 90 Degree Offset – Overlays a secondary survey grid 90 degrees from the first survey (also
known as cross-hatch). This feature is useful for extremely high quality maps, and for flying in early
morning or late afternoon flights where long shadows may provide deep contrasts.
Altitude – Sets the survey grid altitude. This is not changeable mid-flight. Use the Waypoint tool
when variable altitudes are required.
Ground Res – Sets the ground resolution in inches/pixel, which will automatically calculate and set
the survey altitude.

Note: A higher ground resolution requires a lower flight altitude. If unsure about ground
resolution altitude, enter desired ground resolution then view the corresponding
altitude in the altitude setting (greyed out), and vice versa.
SURVEY INFORMATION
Located at the bottom of the Survey Grid menu, the Statistics area displays general survey information.






Survey Area – Total area covered for current survey grid.
Photo Count – The number of images that will be captured during the mission.
Photo Interval – Current time delay between photos (based on flight speed and ground resolution)
Trigger Distance – The distance between captured images. Review this distance to ensure desired
overlap is sufficient.
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ORBIT FLIGHT
Orbit flight mode allows the user to fly the H520 in a circular path with the camera pointed at the center of the orbit. This is ideal
for circling towers, statues, buildings, or other objects that require equidistant image capture. This feature may be used
following (or prior to) a Survey mission as an alternative to automated oblique flights, or for capturing ideal circular flights
around an object without setting up an automated flight path.
Executing Orbit Flight:
The Orbit feature is found on the primary video screen (it is not part of the mission planning window).
While the H520 is in flight and the ST16S displaying VIDEO, tap the center point of the desired orbit. Input the radius, and
execute the mission. The camera on the H520 will center on the point of orbit during the flight, automatically setting pitch to the
center point. The Orbit function is an excellent feature to capture oblique images for 3D modelling.

REGION OF INTEREST (ROI)
ROI is a mission-specific task, pointing the camera center to the desired area to be captured. Regardless of where
the H520 flies, the camera will continually point to this area of interest.
Access the mission planning screen by tapping the mission planning soft key/icon in the upper left corner of the
DataPilot interface.
Insert a waypoint to where the H520 should first fly to, next insert a region of interest by tapping the ROI soft
button. Multiple ROI may be inserted with every waypoint, or after a survey mission. The ROI feature may also be
used to capture oblique images following or prior to a nadir survey mission.

CALIBRATING JOYSTICKS
Dirt, heavy use, hard drops or jostling during transportation may cause joysticks to lose calibration center points.
Centerpoints may be recalibrated using the ADVANCED MENU feature found in DataPilot
To calibrate joysticks, power down/turn off the H520 aircraft (this task may not be accomplished with the aircraft
powered on).

WARNING
Changing the Advanced Menu settings could result in unpredictable and unsafe
issues with the H520 aircraft. Use extreme caution in this menu. Always
check/pre-flight the H520 to ensure all controls are properly operating.

To access the ADVANCED MENU, tap the General Menu button five (5) times.
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A warning window will display; choose “YES” to enter this menu.
A new series of menu options will display on the left side of the interface.

Tap the RC CALIBRATION option on the left. If the aircraft is powered on, the soft buttons will be
greyed out/inaccessible. Power off the H520 aircraft to access this feature.
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Choose “START CALIBRATION” when the “Ready to start calibration” prompt is seen at the bottom of
the calibration page.

A prompt will appear, indicating that following calibration, all switches (Sticks, Camera Pitch, Camera Rotation,
and Throttle controls) must be at their center point before exiting the calibration feature. If the switches are
not at their centered position, the aircraft will not be properly calibrated.
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Choose “OK” to begin the calibration process. Slowly move one switch/stick at a time, through its entire range
of movement until the indicator box for that control changes from red to green. Ensure that all controls are at
center point prior to stopping calibration.

If working with an older, dirty, or heavily used ST16S, this process may be repeated two or three additional
times to ensure complete movement. We recommend calibration with every maintenance cycle as described in
the Yuneec H520 Maintenance Guide.
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DIGITAL ZOOM (E90-only)
Yuneec camera E90 is capable of digital zoom. Digital zoom is an ideal tool for many types of inspection, or
getting a closer view of objects further than the camera is able to originally see. Digital zoom and optical zoom
differ, as optical zoom uses placement of lenses to generate a closer image where digital zoom enlarges pixels.
When using digital zoom, some loss of fine detail is normal and expected.

Pinch the screen to zoom, just as with any other mobile device. Depending on distance, there may be a small
amount of latency in seeing the image zoom.
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RETURN TO CONTROLLER (vs Home/Launch Point)
The H520 may be programmed to land at the location of the controller rather than the default RTH point/
where the aircraft launched. This is particularly useful when the pilot must remain mobile, or where a launch
point is not ideal for landing. An example might be that during a corridor scan, the pilot wishes to land the
aircraft nearer the scan exit point vs traversing a great distance to return to the original launch point.
-This feature is set prior to launch.
Navigate to MENU | SAFETY | RETURN HOME SETTING. Check the “Return to GCS” (Ground Control Station)
soft button to change the default landing location. When enabled, the aircraft will return to When the RETURN
TO HOME softkey or the hardware switch are activated, the H520 will return/fly to an area proximate to the
GCS. The H520 will require manual landing when this mode is used, if a precision landing point is required.
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LOSS OF LINK ON MISSION
The H520 is capable of flying missions in RF-congested areas, and by default, the H520 will return to point of
launch when RC link control between GCS and H520 is interrupted/lost. It is possible to instruct the H520
to continue flying in the event of link loss. This menu is accessed inside the DataPilot ADVANCED MENU.
This menu should only be accessed while the H520 is on the ground and motors stopped. We recommend
propellers be removed during any ADVANCED MENU changes.

WARNING
Changing the Advanced Menu settings could result in unpredictable and unsafe
issues with the H520 aircraft. Use extreme caution in this menu. Always
check/pre-flight the H520 to ensure all controls are properly operating.

To access the ADVANCED MENU, tap the General Menu button five (5) times.
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A warning window will display.

Choose “YES” to enter this menu. Note the new menu options on the left side of the screen.

On the left side of the screen, scroll to the bottom of the menu options and find the PARAMETERS option.
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This opens the PARAMETERS dialog where changes to how the aircraft responds to lost
link may be adjusted.
In the upper left of the parameters window, there is a SEARCH box.
Type “Com_rc_loss_man” into the SEARCH window. By default, this setting is ENABLED,
instructing the H520 to return to home when loss of link occurs.

Tap the instruction line found in the search.
This opens a Parameter Editor dialog box on the right side of the interface.
The parameter dialog will indicate the parameter is ENABLED by default.
Using the dropdown menu, select “DISABLED”
A warning will display.

In the upper right corner of the interface, choose “SAVE.” This will save the
lost-link setting to the aircraft.
This feature should only be utilized when flying an automated mission in an RF dirty or challenged environment
where loss of link is occurring within line of sight, and flying close to the ground station controller.
This parameter is DISABLED when the power to the ST16S is cycled, restoring this parameter to auto-RTH on loss
of radio connectivity.
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STRUCTURE SCANS

A Structure Scan allows users to create a grid flight pattern that captures images
over vertical surfaces (e.g. walls) around a structure with an arbitrary polygonal
(or circular) ground footprint. Structure Scans may be combined with
nadir/survey flights to better serve architects, engineers, and construction
companies looking to create accurate 3D models, or output .las files to products
such as Revit or Autodesk workflows.
Structure scans may also be
used for virtually any vertical
scan element, and may be
combined with other
automated flight profiles (see
end of this section).

Structure Scans may be inserted into a mission using the Plan view PLAN | PATTERN | Structure Scan tool.
Using the map function, zoom to the geographic area to be scanned, and center it on the screen for best access.
After opening the PATTERN dialog, choose Structure Scan from the dropdown menu.
A green overlay will appear with four corners. The region shown in green must be modified so that it surrounds
the structure.
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•

Drag the opaque vertices on the map to the edge of the structure.

•

If the structure footprint is more than a simple square, click the semi-transparent circles between the
vertices to create a new vertex. This allows for complex shapes such as the one seen above.

WARNING
Always be cognizant of bottom heights/altitudes when planning and executing a
structure scan mission. The aircraft will be flying vertically (sidesliding) to the
right as it operates the scan. Be aware of obstacles and minimal heights when
planning the mission.

When flying a building, it is common to begin the flight at the top of the building to ensure all data and altitude
is properly set. This also prevents accidents as the aircraft begins its scan at the top, and works its way to the
bottom, allowing the pilot to take control in the event of misjudgment of height.
Configure the flight plan or KML import using the Structure Scan editor on the right hand side of the view. First
select whether a manual scan, a scan using a particular camera, or a scan using a custom camera definition is the
desired technique. The Structure Scan editor is pre-configured for all current Yuneec camera systems.
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